Isaac van Wolgren
c/o Vienna Monster-Slaying Institute
1427 Dragonswing Street, Office 456
Vienna, Austria 76432-A
Phone: (099) 7463-7367 E-mail: isaac@monsterslay.au

Education
Ph.D. in Dragonic Sciences
Berlin University of Arcane Knowledge, 2006
M.A. in Dragon-Fighting
Warrior University (Rome, Italy), 2001.
B.A. High Honours in Monster-Hunting
Poland National University (Warsaw), 1998.

Work Experience
Head of Dragon-Hunting Studies
Vienna Monster-Slaying Institute

Vienna, Austria

January 2002 – present
• Teaching students how to hunt, trick, and kill dragons
• Administrating the handling of funds gained from dragon treasures
• Developing new weapons for fighting against dragons
• Killing dragons when necessary

Freelance Dragon Slayer

Warsaw, Poland

May 1997 – present
• Catching and killing dragons of all ages and types
• Developing plans for hunting and capturing dragons and other monsters
• Successfully keeping Warsaw safe from dragons and monsters for five years.
• Creating several new weapons for dragonslayers, such as the crash-gun and the fire-wall

University Teaching Assistant
Poland National University
Warsaw, Poland
1997 – 1998.
• Helping professor in preparing lesson plans and class materials
• Feeding baby dragons and cleaning their cages
• Meeting with students and helping them study
• Helping mark student assignments and tests
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Other Activities
• Participating in the European Monster-Slayer’s Guild.
• Studying languages, including German, French, and English, as well as Ancient Egyptian
•
•
•
•
•

and Chinese.
Publishing both true stories and academic articles in various print publications around the
world, most recently in Rome’s SLAYER magazine.
Serving as member of the Editorial Board for the Eastern Europe Editorial Committee for
the European Monster-Slayer’s Guild newsletter.
Studying ancient Egyptian magic.
Advisor to German, Austrian, Czech, and Polish governments on monster-related issues.
Listening to classical music and reading great literature.
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Education:
M.A. in Dragon-Fighting
Warrior University (Rome, Italy), 2001.
B.A. High Honours in Monster-Hunting
Poland National University (Warsaw, Poland), 1998.

Skills and Abilities:
Monster-Hunting
•
•
•

Catching and killing dragons of all ages and types, and experience with ghosts, gremlins,
bogeymen, and other creatures.
Developing plans for hunting and capturing dragons and other monsters.
Successfully keeping Warsaw safe from dragons and monsters for five years.

Research and Academic Skills
•
•
•
•

Creating several new weapons for dragonslayers, such as the crash-gun and the fire-wall.
Helping professors in preparing lesson plans and class materials,a nd in marking exams
and assignments.
Feeding baby dragons and cleaning their cages.
Meeting with students and helping them study.

Magical and Accounting Skills
•
•
•

Accounting and basic investment skills in dealing with dragon treasure.
Using basic magic spells for survival and research.
Recognizing famous antiques and using archaeological knowledge.

Work Experience:
Freelance Dragon Slayer

Warsaw, Poland

1997 – present

University Teaching Assistant
Poland National University
1997 – 1998.

Warsaw, Poland
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Other Activities:
•

•
•
•

•
•

Member of the European Monster-Slayer’s Guild.
Studying languages, including German, French, and English, as well as Ancient Egyptian
and Chinese.
Publishing both true stories and academic articles in various print publications all over
Poland.
Studying ancient Egyptian magic.
Advisor to the Polish government on monster-related issues.
Listening to classical music and reading great literature.
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